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These days, its hard to imagine The
Kelly Family being the driving force of
pop/R&B/soul in the 80s, but they
were. After Kelly Coleman began
developing a loyal following in Atlanta
in the early 80s with his cover
band,the Kelly Family,he went on to
became a major R&B hitmaker in the
90s and beyond. The sisters Cherrelle
and Kim Kelly then followed Coleman
into the business, while the one-time
school teachers have developed a
close relationship with their families
and audiences. Over the years, they
have brought in top talent from all
corners of music, and it shows in their
music. Nancy effortlessly moved the
members of Kelly Family to stronger
and stronger emotional peaks, from
the Songs of Love and Hate album, to
the single Gypsy and Loves Like Mine
from the 2003 album Twice The
Touch. Although limited in the 80s,
the Kelly Family never faded away,
always remaining committed to
making great music and reaching the
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most expansive number of fans. C.W.
Im not your average Joe / Im not the
type to run / Im not the type to cry /
Im not the kind of guy that comes
crying to the front of your show / Me
and you, we got that thing / All done
in a minute. Everyone knows that the
leading rockers from the '80s and
'90s are all over these days, but
occasionally, a band that was once an
actual legend will surprise everyone
and come back with a bang. That is
exactly what happened with The
Rolling Stones, who released the
album Blue & Lonesome on
November 23, 1991. It hit the top of
the charts in just one week and
stayed there for a whopping 18
weeks. Billboard magazine called it
the best-selling album of the year.
The success was enough to get them
back on stage later that same year,
while in 1993, they played two
massive concerts in New York City,
which included a set at Madison
Square Garden. The album is a
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collection of blues covers from the
'20s and '30s (Kansas City Shuffle,
Down and Out, and Pain in My Heart).
Themes I, and the title song, are
among the most popular songs of all
time.
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